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Abstract
The heart of the _LA design problem is to develop an lnstru_aent coeceot which concurrent-
ly provides a wide field-of-view _ith hlQh resolution, spectral separation with orecise
band-to band reoistration, and excellent radiometric accuracy. Often, these requirements
have conflicting design implications which can only he resolved by careful tradeoffs that
consider performance, cost, fabrication feasibility and development risk. The key design
tradeoffs for an _LA instrument are addressed in this paper, and elements of a baseline
instrument concept are present6d.
Background
The NASA Landsat program has been thoroughly successful to date, based on the imagery
produced by the Multispectral Scanner. Currently, with spacecraft integration underway for
the Thematic Happer protofliqht instrument, the second qeneratton of Landaat is apDroachinq
fruition. In light of these developments, the _esi_n ehallenge for a third-oeneration _LA
sensor is to conceive an instrument that will provide extraordinary benefits chat are well
worth the development cost.
The strength "of the MLA concept emanates from the pushbroom Imaqe-formatlon aooroach ,
which offers some fundamental improvements over oDto-mechanlcally scanned Instrumehts. A
dramatic advantage of the MLA sensor is the increased dwell time that can be used to improve
slgnal-to-noise, spectral resolution and spatial resolution simultaneously. The deslqn
latitude in all three parameters is such that only the optical blur circle need constrain
the spatial resolution. Thus, an outstanding optical deslan Is required to exololt the
pushbroom approach. However, hluher resolution by itself is a modest Justification for a
new development program. To fully realize the potential benefits of the MLA concept, the
instrument design must he mechanically Simple, with a minimal number of movina Darts.
Otherwise, the promised reliability advantage of the pushbroom approach may not be achieved.
Moreover, the instrument must provide excellent spatial (band-to-band) registration and
radiometric accuracy, as well as minimum geometric distortion. Spectral remistration amd
geometric fidelity are essentlal for accurate color-composlte imagery. Object-space rea_s"-
tration is also extremely impor=ant for successful crop assessment and classification, since
the precise radlometric accurac; required for this task is significantly degraded by mlsreq-
istration. That is, radiometric performance and band-to-band registration ar_ cross-coup-
led. With inherent band-to-band registration at the instrument, a large segment of the user
community might be served by data that Come directly from the spacecraft, or _ith a minimal
amount of expensive and alma-consuming ground processing that delays delivery of data to the
customer. This capability is pivotal for many applications, such as crop-yield assessment
or evaluation of transient-pollutlon phenomena, where the utility of Landsat data declines
sharply with time.
Quantitative performance goals have been establlshed for MLA by the NASA Goddard Smace
Pllgh= Center, which has been guiding MT.A desiqn studies at several eo_panies, including
SBRC. X These design objectives, summarized in Table I, serve as a point of departure for
the tradeoffs discussed in the following sgctlon.
Table I. MLA Design Objectives
Spectral _ands Z,OV A SNR I ?laid-of-View I 15" Cross-Track(um) fm) (min) MTFB 1-20 IFOV In-TrackL
1. 0.45 - 0.52 10-15 73 )0.30 Spectral-_and <20 IFOV In-Track Separation
2. 0.52 - 0.60 10-15 149 >0.30 Registration (qands I * 6)
3. 0.63 - 0.69 10-15 126 )0.30 ¢0.I IFOV Pixel Posttl0n
4. 0.76 - 0.90 10-15 168 >0.30 t0.2 IFOV Parallelism within
5. 1.55 - 1.75 20-30 54 )0.30 Bands (I-4) and (5, 6)
6. 2.08 - 2.35 20-30 77 >0.30 z0.5 IF_J _arallelism
Bands (5, 6) W.R.T. (I _ 4)
Notes: A. Detector IPOV at 705 km,
Altitude Pointing Nodes: t30" Cross-Track
B. At Nyqulst Frequency 0, _26" In-Track (Stereo]
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Table 1. qLA Desian Objectives [Continued)
RADIOMETRIC ACCURACY _- 5% A_SOLUTE W.R.T. NBS STANDARDS
1% RELATIVE INTERBAND
0.5% RELATIVE INTRABAND
DATA COMMUNICATION 2 , 150 MBPS via TDRSS
I x 100 MBPS DIRECT DOWNLINK
SPACECRAFT INTERFACE COMPATIBLE WITH MUTIMISSION ._P&CECRAFT
(MMS) , STS LAUNCH
Design tradeoffs
The system-level tradeoffs, which translate mission requirements into a baseline in stru"
merit configuration, establish the basic design parameters and deslqn philosophy for the I(LA
instrument. The heart of the MLA design problem is to develop a design aoDroach that embo-
dies •he following features:
I. Wide fle!d-of-vlew with high resolution
2. Spectral separation and precise band-to-band registration
3. Stereo and cross-track pointing modes
4. Radiometric accuracy
5. On-board signal/data processing
6. High reliability - minimum number of moving parts'
Any one of these objectives might be straightforward to attain, but it is challeng_ng to
pro,vide all these features in a single instrument, because these requirements have _-onfllc-
tlng and interdependent design implications. For example, the optical design strongly In-
flueDces the spectral separatlon-registratlon technique, the stereo/cross-track pointing
method and the design of the on-board calibration source. Before delving into _he details
of th_se hardware tradeoffs, we shall begin by presenting the flrst-order sizing parameters
for the instrument.
Instrument sizin G
Detect(_r pitch, optical focal length, aperture size and integration time ar_ the basic
parameters _hat determine the physical size and radlometric performance of the--Instrument.
These numbers follow directly from the IFOV, _F and SNR specifications. Since detector
technology is the dominant feasibility driver for the NLA instrument, detector size and
density constraints are a good place to begin the sizing analysis. For a given ground-samp-
ling interval and IFOV, the focal length (and instrument size and cost) is red_ced in direct
proportion with detector pitch and size. Althou_h SNR is degraded as detector.slze is de-
creased, this is not s driving constraint on KLA where ample dwell time is available to
build SNR. Therefore, the smallest detector size and pitch, consistent with acceptable
processing yield and cost, are desirable for MLA.
Once the optimal detector pitch is selected, the focal length" is immediately determined
from IFOV and sampling interval requirements. Then, the optloal aperture size (and hence
f-number) is chosen to meet KTF and SNR requirements. This Instrument-sizing procedure is
illustrated in Figure I. These sizing tradeoffs lead to an instrument with 12 um square
detectors on 15 _m centers (bands I to 4), 705 mm focal length, a 190.5 _ aperture dlame-
ter, and other parameters as shown in Table 2. Additionally, the 705 mm focal length yields
a fortuitous relationship between dlmeneioms on the ground and on the focal plane: Im on
the ground corresponds to I ,m on the focal plane (for the 705 km orbit).
I REaUHqF_£11T
Figure 1. Inatrtment sizing proet_lur9
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Table 2. System Parameter _ue_ary
Aperture Diameter 190.5 _m
_ocal Length 705 mm
f/No. 3._
IFOV at 705 km 12m f1?.0 urad) Bands I - 4
25m (35.5 urad) _ands 5, 6
Sampling Interval ISm {21.3 urad) _ands I - 4
30m (42.6 urad} _ands 5,
Number of Detectors 61,440
Data Ra_e (Uncompressed) 208-570 MRPS
Configuration tradeoffs
The sizing parameters established above set the s£aae for confiauration tradeoffs. _his
section summarizes the _rincloal packaginu ¢onslderatlons, i_entifies the _ost oromlsinq
candidate, and presents the rationale for that selection.
The overall instrument confiuuration appears to be most strongly Influenced by the
following factors, listed in the order of their importance to the selection process:
I. Stereo mode implementation
2. Cross-track mode implementation
3. _adiative cooler field-of-view
4. Spacecraft structural integration
Three generic configurations are possible, with optical systems whose princioal axes are
oriented along the orbital t_ack, cross track, and nadir directions. Fiqure 2 illustrates
these alternatlves, and the _elative me_its and flaws of each approach are also noted in the
figure.
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figure 2. Configuration .tradeoffs
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Configuration number three {with the optical axis in the cross-track direction), when
coupled with an optical design havina a convenient entrance-pupil location, was selecte_.
This configuration provides an excellent combination of simplicity and compactness_ arti-
culated radiators, rotating sensors, oversized mirrors and other undesirable features are
absent.
Optital desian tradeoffB
Performance requirements in the areas of pointing capability, field of view {FOV], reso-
lutio_ spectral coverage, radiometric accuracy and s_ectral reqistration are hiahly coupled
and contain important implications for the MLA optical form. As presented in Table 3, a
variety of additional optical system characteristics strongly affect the design of other MLA
subsystems. For example, a flat focaJ plane will greatly facilitate detector-array assembly
and alignment. The use of a relayed optical form will improve stray light rejection and
simplify on-orbit detector calibration. The optical form should permit compact system pack-
aglnq consistent with MMS payload capabilities, and fabrication and alignment tolerances
must be realistic in order to guarantee satisfactory on-orbit optical-system resolution.
An unobscured system with adequate performance margin will simplify scaling to sensors with
improved resolution, and an all-reflective telescope will permit future inclusion of LWIR
spectral bands. Minimal geometric distortion-will reduce post-processlng requirements for
some applications. Finally, telecentr{_it_(normal incidence for all chief rays in the
field of view) is an extremely important feature, since it eliminates angular variations in
coating performance {for dichrolc and spectral-bandpass filters).
Table 3. MLA Optical System Desired Characteristics
Desired Feature Motivation ]
i
|
Flat Focal Plane Simollfied alignment and assembly for FPA detectors
Telecentricity Low focal Diane angles of incidence, simplified"
spectral separation, uniform filter performance
Relayed OPtical Form Intermediate image: simplified on-orbit cal_bration
and stray light rejection
Real Entrance Pupil Reduced Stereo mirror size
Unobscured Aperture Improved optics MTF
Compact Packaging Maintain compatibility with MMS
Feasible Optical System Simplify sensor integration, reduce risk
Tolerances
Al_Reflective Telescope LWIR growth capability
Performance Margin Simplify scaling to 10m/20m system
•Minimal Geometric Reduced post-processing requirements
Distortion
A variety of telescope design forms have been considered for use in the ML_ sensor.
These optical designs have been evaluated against the set of performance regu{rements and
desired features listed above. The design form options considered for MLA are depicted in
Figure 3. The various Schmidt designs and the four-mirror telecentric system are the prin-
cipal design candidates. However, the Schmidt approaches have serious flaws rangina from
non-telecentricity and curved focal surfaces {for some variants), to unfavorable pupil loca-
tions and intractable pointing-mirror sizes. For a complete exposition of the key tradeoff
issues, the reader is directed to Reference 2_
The four-mirror telecentric design (Figure 3.1-5c) has been selected as the MLA optical
system baseline because of its excellent csmbination of optical performance an(] desirable
features. Main advantaqes of this form are its real entrance pupil, intermediate image,
flat focal plane, and telecentrlclty. The folded version of this telescope provides cow,act
packaging, and image quality {10-12 _rad 801 blur diameter in band 3) is better than MLA
specifications. Moreover, this all-reflectlve design has an unobscured aperture. Althouoh
the as-designed optical perfcrmance of this system is outstanding, fabrication feasibility,
alignment sensitivity and on-orblt alignment stabiIity are also important. Each of these
issues has been addressed in depth, as discussed in Reference 2. This work has shown that
the four-mirror telecentric system is a thoroughly workable design for MLA. gughes has
demonstrated {with hardware) a similar four-mlrror system with off-axis aspheric elements,
and the measured performance of this system is as predicted for the design. A key factor in
achieving the designed performance for these systems is a Hughes-developed computer-aided
optical alignment method which ensures optimal alignment of the mirrors and permits relaxa-
tion of figure tolerances.
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Pigure 3. Telescope desion alternatives
Spectral seoaration and registration
The requirements for spectral separation and band-to-band reqistratlon are siqnlflcant
considerations for the MLA instrument. The spectral-separation approach has imollcatlons
that ripple through the system, in the areas of optical design, detector packaqlnq, coollna,
structural design and signal/data p_ocessing.
Two fundamental points of departure for selecting a spectral-separation approach hlnqe o,
the desirability of maintaining true object-space reaistratlon and on the loSatlon of the
visible-near infrared (VNIR) and short-wave infrared (SWIR) focal Dlanez. The ke_ tradeoff
in achieving soectral registration centers on how the detectors are mounted. The mountlna
of the detectors is affected by the choice between the two different Dhilosophles for remis-
tration of the MLA bands; time delay between oarallel rows of detectors or soectral beam-
splitting of the incoming enerqy.
The time-delay approach leads to a misreqistration of 0.2 IFOV at the edg6 of the field
of wiew, even with ideal (constant focal length) ootlcs. Thus, object-space reqlstratlon is
not achieved, and extensive corrective data processinq would be reaulred to oro<]uce the
registered imaqery needed for many applications. Therefore, a beamsDlitter utilizinm dl-
chroic filters has been selected, as illustrated in Fiqure 4. This aoproach provides coin-
cident images in all six bands.
The pre_erre,i tilted-plate beamsplitter approach leads to the next ma_or tradeoff; to
mount all the detectors on a common substrate and cool the entire assembly or to cool only
the two SWIR bands. If only the SWIR bands are cooled then they must be reeistered with an
ultra-low hysteresis mount or servoed Int6 a position of remistratlon wlth the vislble de-
tectors. Cross-track registration becomes another issue because the cooled detectors may
have a coefficient of expansion that is large enough to misregister detectors alo,g the
length of th_ array relative to the corresponding warm VNIR arrays. _or these and other
reasons it appears that cooling all the detectors on a con_aon, isothermal substrate mini-
mizes misregistration due to structural compliance and differential thermal effects.
Radiometric accuracy and calibration tradeoffs
Achieving the required radlometrlc precision for MLA raises several important issues
regarding detectors, signal-processlng, and Calibzatlon approach, quch of the radlo_etrle-
accuracy issue hinges on the performance of the detectors, particularly for the SwlR bands,
so this is a good place to begin the discusqlon. The detector material and temperature
directly affect radiometric performance because responslvlty and 1/f noise (which are mater-
ial and temperature dependent} Influence SNR and calibration frequency. _oreover, the sel T
ectlon of a SWIR detector material is tightly coupled to other asoects of the instrument
design, since the operating-temperature requirements influence the cooler size, mechanical
layout and spectral-realetratlon approach.
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Fiqure 4. Bea:splitter concept
The preferred spectral-sep•ration/reqistr•tion approach, with a six-band coloc•td, iso-
thermal for•l-plane assembly, poses some temperature restrictions, if reasonably-sized radi-
ative coolers are employed. Specifically, • complete six-band for•l-plane assembly requires
on the order or 5W of cooling capacity, including the parasitic heat loads du_ to oable_,
supporting structures, an_ the like. With • tr•ctably-slzed radiator, say with •n area of
0.2 m 2 , focal-plane temperatures as low •s 155K are achievable. In this operatlng-temper•-
ture regime, the detector material of choice is HgCdTe. Palladimu sillclde, another candi-
date detector material,.requires a much lower,temperature (circa IIOK) and has poor respon-
sivity. However, if the I/f noise properties of HgCdTe introduce radlometrlc-drlft errors
that must be corrected by frequent• recalibratlon -- or even a chopper assembly -- then the
attractiveness of the isothermal-FPA approach and HgCdTe SWIR detectors comes-lnto ques-
tion.
The crux of this issue is the potential requirement for •n opto-mechanical chopper.
Incorporating a chopper would violate the no-movlng-parts design _hilosophy of MLA. While
an MLA instrument without a chopper would still have movable polntlno mirrors, the fundamen-
tal imaging oper•tlon of the instrument would not depend on any rotating, or oscill•tlnq
components. Indeed, if a chopper were necessary, the entire issue of a scanned versus push-
broom instrument would merit reexamination, since the perceived reli•billty •dv•nt•oe of the
pushbroom design might be eliminated. In addition to the severe reliability issue Inclusion
of a chopper would reduce SNR in proportion to the effective tr•nsmlssion los• caused by
periodic blanking of the detectors.
In view of the pivotal nature of this issue, • comprehensive analysis of drift and 1/f
noise was undertaken. This analysis was verified by measured data, and the results of this
work indicate that drift in the SWIR (as well as the VWIR) bands will be leas than O.OSt of
full scale during an orbital oerlod when EqCdTe detectors •re oPerated •t 175K. This drift
level is well within the GSFC radiometric-accuracy specification. The predicted drift £s
also well below the even More stringent - O.2t uniformity required to •void cosmetic defects
(striping) in the imagery. Thus, a chopper mechanism is unnecessary.
Other tr•deoffs •ffectlng r•diometric accuracy, including the design an_ location of
calibration sources, the precision of A/D quantiz•tion •r_ subsequent on'board calibration
correction, have also been addressed.
Instrument concept
The design tradeoffs outlined •bore have led to the instrument conce_t illustrated in
Figure 5. This figure is a photograph of a full-scale mockup fabricated at SBRC as •n aid
for visu•llzlnq the key elements of the instrument. Figure 6, which is • cut•way dravinq
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corresponding to the mockup photo, reveals the internal details of the sensor. The mockup
does not show the instruments' covers or stereo mirror module, and these additional items
are depicted in Figure 7.
Plgure 6. HLA instrument cutaway view Figure 7. MTA instrument wlth covers
and stereo module
The telescope and beamsplltter have been described in the preceding section; hiahllghts
of other subsystems are presented below.
Focal plane assembly
The baseline focal-plane design consists of six color bands arranqe_ in stairstep fashion
as dictated by the beamsplltter design. The focal plane is modular at the band level, with
each assembly electrically independent of the others, as illustrated in Figure 8. thus, the
band assemblies can be functionally tested separately and in parallel. With special tool-
Ing, the detector modules are precisely located on a substrata, and these completed band
assemblies in turn mount to a monolithic staircase structure which has diamond-machlned
mounting surfaces that provide the required positioning accuracy for the detector arrays.
The staircase is thermally coupled to the radiative cooler via two redundant heat oipes.
Although the focal-plane temperature is controlled at 175K, the cooler has sufficient design
margin to achieve temperatures as low as 155K with the nominal 5W total heat load, as dis-
cussed earlier.
On the focal plane, bands I through 4 employ silicon photodlodes, while qaCdTe photor]i-
odes are used for bands 5 and 6. The two SWIR detector arrays each consist of 6,144 detec-
tors, and the four VNIR detector arrays each have 12,288 detectors. Each of the six band-
level assemDIies are composed of preclsely-butted modules. To read out all the more than
60,000 detector signals, each mOdule has a corresponding multiplexer (qUX). Tn the VNIR
binds, the MUX and detector array are a monolithic unit. In the SWIR bands, a hybrid struc-
ture is used: qgCdTe detectors with a silicon Pt13xchip.
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Figure 8. Focal plane assembly
ElectronLcs
The existence of a large array of detectors and simultaneous signal output .fro_ many
modules pose significant oroblems in signal processinq, such as speed and reliability. An
attractive solution is a highly distributed hardware design, involving many replicated elec-
tronic systems vorking in parallel. For the purposes of signal processing, the focal plane
was organized into 48 sections, or "slices," each containing its own independent processing
chain. Each slice consists of the aforementioned output multiplexing devices, as well as
associated analog-to-digital converters, and digital signal processinq circuits. This dis-
tributed approach is the key to meeting reliability objectives vhile fulfilling the high-
speed signal-processing requirements £or MLA. The architecture provides additional benefits
in terms of low power dissipation with correspondingly simple ther=al control; qoreover,
the parallel approach yields thoroughly tractable data rates through the siqnal-processinq
chain illustrated in Figure 9.
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figure 9. Distributed signal processing from FPA to output
The processing starts at the VPA, with the first-level multiplexing. Under the supervi-
sion of ten timing and control (TC) circuits, all 48 FPA slices are processed simultaneous-
ly. ?tom the FPA, signals enter the detector signal processor (DSP), where ten-bit A/D
conversion is performed in an interleaved fashion that obviates the need for buffer memory.
Under microproqram control, the DSP/_: provides the variable-rate timing for different
orbits.
The digital sianals from the DSP can be transmitted unc_pressed at full ten-bit resolu-
tion from the 705 _ orbit. However, at the lower orbits (283 and 47D k_n), the short detec-
tor sample time leads to data rates that exceed TDRSS capacity. Therefore, in a4dition to
detector gain an4 offset correction, the programmable signal processor (_PSP) provides data
compression. _electable compression _o_es include standard differential oulse co_e ,_lu)a-
tlon (DPCM) as well as a Hughes-developed advanced DPC_ (ADPCM), which combines OPCq with a
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predictive coder. ADPCM viii provide lossless data compression for _any scenes. Various
quanttzatlon modes are available which take advantage of the ten-bit R/D converter preci-
sion. eor example, one mode allows increased precision over a reduce_ dynamic range. Prom
the PSP, the 2.3 to 6.3 MHz parallel _ata (depending on the orbit) enter the cutout format-
ter where they are organized for serial transmission. _dditionally, there is a cortland
processor which orchestrates control anti telemetry for the entire instrument.
On-board calibration
The on-board calibration concept includes a controlled calibration source at the interme-
diate image plane between the folding mirror and the secondary mirror, a movable solar dif-
fuser that can be positione_ in front of the entrance pupil, and a backup collimator located
within the stereo-mirror module. The location of the source allows for system calibration
from the secondary mirror to the video output, while the solar diffuser provides an end-to-
end calibration reference that also enc_apasses the mirrors that precede the controlled
calibration source. However, the reflectance properties of these mirrors will change slow-
ly, so relatively-infrequent solar calibration will be adequate.
The principal on-board calibrator is a cylindrical inteqratinq source (CIS), which con,
sists of a metal cavity with thirty Incandescent lamps distributed along the length of the
cylinder. The interior of the cavity, which has a diffuse surface coatinq, serves to aver- .
age or "integrate" the lamp illumination,pc that nearly uniform radiance appears at the
exit slit. During calibration, the folding mirror near the intermediate Image Diane Is
rotated so that the CIS illuminates the focal-plane assembly (FPA). A closed-loop silicon-
photodiode sensor circuit controls the CIS at six disdrete light levels, which are obtained
by activating different numbers of lamps.
The principal design tradeoffs for an MLA instrument encompass the opto-mechanical lay-
out, spectral separation/registration approach, detector selection and siqnalTprocessin q
architecture. These tradeoffs led to an instrument concept employing a four-mirror-telecen-
tric telescope, coupled with a six-way beamsplitter, an isothermal focal-plane assembly and
highly distributed signal processing. Key features of the concept Include ob_lect-space
registration of all six spectral bands, stereo and cross-track pointing via compact mirrors,
and a small overall envelope compatible with the multlmlssion spacecraft.
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